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Our roots in Ulm. At home in the entire world.

EDITORIAL

Dear LIQUI MOLY friends,
By way of introduction, a few thought-provoking lines by the Austrian author and
poet Peter Rosegger (1843–1918):

A little more peace and less fighting,
a little more kindness and less envy.
A little more truth now and forever,
and much more help with danger.
A little more us and less me,
a little more strength, not so squeamish.
And many more flowers during life,
for on the graves they bloom in vain.
Naturally, the purpose of PICTURES AND STORIES is not to interpret poems. However,
our monthly company magazine is the ideal medium to present the unbelievable diversity
and unique creativity of our LIQUI MOLY family worldwide. For, as stated in Rosegger’s verse,
our common task in life is at its core solely about the reasonable coexistence of human
beings. About more us and less me.
It doesn’t matter who we are, where we come from, what skin color we have or what religion
we believe in. What really matters is being kind to each other. It sounds banal, but it often
isn’t. Unfortunately, these elementary moral principles and values seem to be withering
worldwide more and more. But to put oneself in the position of one’s counterpart –
be it a family member, friend, business partner or customer – and to be fundamentally
well-tempered towards them is the basis for love, peace, happiness ... and ultimately
also success.
Let us never forget this in our daily quest for market share, contribution margin and
growth. And let’s always be kind to each other. Better to start today than tomorrow.
Because someday it will be too late!
We wish you happy reading and excellent business!

Jörg Witopil
(Copywriter)
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Niklas Döhring
(Graphic Artist)
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CUSTOMERS, GUESTS & FRIENDS

DENMARK

“Be kind to each other”: this was the visible and tangible motto of our boss, Ernst Prost (3rd from right),
when he welcomed our new Danish team members! Present were (from left to right): Alexandra
Holzwarth (Assistant to Management), Flemming Larsen (Account Manager LIQUI MOLY Denmark),
Peter Hansen (Technical Salesperson LIQUI MOLY Denmark), Mikkel Wickberg (Technical Salesperson
LIQUI MOLY Denmark) and Ingo Lindner (Export Area Manager).
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CUSTOMERS, GUESTS & FRIENDS

JAPAN

Thumbs up to strengthening
our partnership! During a
week-long visit by our importers
LIQUI MOLY Trading Japan,
Mr. Arakawa (second from right) and
Mr. Kato (second from left) were very
impressed with our technical and
product training, and with the many
new impressions from our plants
in Ulm and Saarlouis. Alexandra
Holzwarth (Management Assistant,
center), Vincent Prinzing (Export
Area Manager, right) and Lucas
Höpfner (Business Developer Japan,
left) sent our guests home with
assurances that our partners’
additional knowledge will help
in further developing business in
Japan. The Japanese market with
its 60,000,000 cars offers more
than enough potential!
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CUSTOMERS, GUESTS & FRIENDS

KAZAKHSTAN

LIQUI MOLY in Ulm, Meguin in Saarlouis, Ice Hockey World Championships in Slovakia – our Kazakh
friends experienced the perfect brand triathlon during their visit! Front row (from left to right):
Alexander Löser (Export Area Manager), Timofey Dmitrienko (Head Accountant LIQUI MOLY
Eurasia), Dmitriy Vlassenko (Service Advisor LIQUI MOLY Eurasia), Dmitriy Popov (Sales Manager
LIQUI MOLY Eurasia) and Artur Bernt (Sales Representative). Back row (from left to right): Anton
Durov (Sales Manager Region LIQUI MOLY Eurasia), Viktor Nordgaimer (Managing Director IP. Nordgaimer V.K.), Alexander Moguchiy (Managing Director IP. Moguchaya Y.B.), Ernst Prost (Managing
Director LIQUI MOLY), Bagdat Barlykbayev (Managing Director IP. Remstroy Service Almaty) and
Anatoliy Berezovskiy (Managing Director IP. Berezovskij A.A.).
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WE

CIRCULAR
April

J U S T D O I T!

BE CAREFUL! – STAY FIT!
DON’T BECOME UNWIELDY!
1980: “Dieter won’t you hang up that painting?” Dieter grabs the painting, a spirit level, tape measure,
pencil, hammer and 2 nails and comes back 30 minutes later to declare that “it’s been done”.
2018: “Marc, Jerome and Kevin, could you please hang up the painting?”
“Okay Mr Prost, we’ll add the project to our to-do list! We’ll develop the concept for this first thing
tomorrow morning.”
The next day: “Has the painting been hung up?” – “Of course not! We don’t want it to hang at an angle
or fall off the wall. Something like this has to be well planned and prepared. But we’ve given the project
top priority. Kevin is already creating an Excel spreadsheet for the materials and tools we need, Jerome is
opening a file allocating responsibilities. We need to clarify who is authorised to issue guidelines and who
is responsible for planning and implementing the project. You don’t want there to be chaos and mayhem,
but an orderly course of the project.” I see.
Day 3: Hallo Mr Prost: “The computer has crashed and all planning documents are gone. In terms of a
smooth implementation regulation, we’re now first going to create a sustainability test. You know...
there are only 24 hours in the day and we are only human. But tomorrow we’ll present a strategic
concept to you, so that we can make a final decision on how the project “Hanging system for oil painting“
will proceed. Implementation will take place as soon as we have clarified the dates with our new project
leader. We’ve decided to first install a task force that is responsible for the interim storage of the
painting. We don‘t want the precious piece to get damaged or dusty, do we? Here’s the good news:
Purchasing is already negotiating material requirements, delivery times and prices in initial special
meetings with suppliers. After all, you don’t want the painting to fall off the wall because the material is
useless, do you? At the moment, however, we’re busy with a question from the Controlling Department.
The guys want to know how big the overall budget is for this project, how much has already been spent
and to which cost centre the project costs of € 24,000 accrued so far should be allocated. We’ve formed a
committee that answers these questions in depth. You always tell us that you want high transparency
with regard to costs.” “Wow, thank you gentlemen for this really great progress!”
Day 9: The Supervisory Board wants to know who initiated this matter with all the paintings and why
they weren’t consulted. After all, everything has to have its order, doesn’t it? And especially in these
times, we should be doing something other than trying to create an art gallery out of thin air.... The
Personnel Department is requesting reinforcement. “Seeing that the projects continue to multiply, we
need a primary project manager. Preferably an artist with gallery experience and EDP training. Hammer
and nails will be supplied by the company.” Thank you Rainer!
At this moment, Marketing comes around the corner with the following email. Since ‘picture-hanging’ is
not part of our B2B expertise, we advise that research is downloaded on special platforms in order to
attract hammer and nail performers. Or we should just launch a digital painting to the wall campaign. –
Okay, understood!

optimisations of the painting project. A brainstorming group will be set up which includes specialists in a
live conference via WhatsApp, in order to put the exchange of experiences relating to the interplay of
nail-hammer-painting into substantiated concrete terms. The whole thing is facilitated by the assistant
project leader of the task force. - We’re making progress!
Day 36: Somehow the painting has made it onto the wall. However, it’s upside down. But the Quality
Control and Returns Departments are busy developing a handbook for cases like this. “You do want
everything to run smoothly in our company and no unnecessary costs are incurred, right dear Mr Prost?”
“Yes of course!”
That’s when I woke up... Bathed in perspiration... It was just a nightmare... Thank God! But we really
have to be careful that we don’t get caught up in all sorts of corporate illnesses, such as for example
bureaucratic actions, long-windedness, inflexibility or being unwieldy.
Long live a sense of what is practical and pragmatic as well as our common sense. Keep your mind fresh
& flexible. Please continue to take the shortest and most direct route to the goal and success. Let’s
therefore continue to work in a fast, uncomplicated and focussed manner, carry out the tasks instead of
beating around the bush. We master our challenges with strength, endurance and focus on our goal!
Yes, we have to keep fit, my friends! It’s not going to get any easier thanks to Brexit, enormous
government debt around the globe, crazy politicians, populist madmen, trade conflicts and, of course,
the merciless competition as well as an oil price that currently only knows one direction – up. Here we
can’t use people who are reclusive and self-opinionated; instead, we need team players with alert
minds. We need to employ people. New people with new ideas; professionals who understand their
trade; hardworking partners who get stuck in; new young recruits with whom we can create the change
in generations – we need more people, more human power, not just to solve our current problems, but
to design our future growth. The one billion Euro turnover and the thousandth employee, these are two
of the highlights of our vision which I would really still like to experience.  
We’ve already experienced the first four months of this year, maybe we could even say “survived”. – A
huge challenge for all of us – especially those affected by the ERP introduction. That’s why I’d like to say
this again today: “Thank you very much, dear colleagues, for your effort & performance, for your
commitment and the power with which you are taking this millennium project ERP to a successful
conclusion! All colleagues on the front with direct customer contact, who often have to pay for the
things we currently mess up here, thank you for your extra patience! Maybe it’ll make you feel better to
know that I personally also get heavy beatings from our customers every day because we can’t deliver
properly. I sincerely hope that this drama and this catastrophe will soon come to an end. We still have a
backlog of over 5,000 orders with a total value of 8 million Euro. – That’s brutal!
Unfortunately, I can’t give you any detailed information on the turnover for April the way you’re used to.
– I’ll give you reliable numbers at a later stage, as soon as I myself have them....
Your
Ernst Prost

Day 21: Just received the minutes of a supervisory board meeting with feedback on additional process
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RANGE EXPANSION

NEW PRODU

CT

Doping for
your fuel:
Octane Booster
• Increases the octane number
• Improves combustion
• Optimizes engine performance
• Enhances acceleration
• Cleans the fuel system
• Cleans intake valves
• Compatible with all gasoline grades

Contents

200 ml   

ATTENTION:
FOR
EXCLUSIVELY
USTRIA
GERMANY/A

Small can, big effect!
Our new Octane Booster improves the throttle response in the lower and medium load
range – i.e. exactly the range in which modern turbo engines are usually driven. At the
same time, it keeps the injection nozzles as clean as possible, thanks to the cleansing
agent it contains, which in turn leads to clean combustion with low emission values.
This also optimizes fuel consumption. By improving the octane rating, the knocking of the
engine at high speeds is reduced.
More than “just” a booster!
The Octane Booster has an ultra-modern formulation that contains an active ingredient to
increase the octane number, a cleansing substance and a constituent for better atomization
of the injected fuel. So the additive is much more than just a simple octane booster.
Modern direct-injection engines in particular require high-quality fuel in order to run as
efficiently as possible. These engines can also take advantage of the increased octane
rating of the fuel.

PU

Part no.

6 21280

Fuel for the fuel of sporty drivers!
Especially sport-oriented drivers of high-performance gasoline engines who want
to enjoy their car for as long as possible in addition to attaining maximum vehicle
performance, but also drivers of modified production vehicles (e.g. through chip
tuning) will be thrilled by the Octane Booster.
Regular use makes high performance the rule!
In order to achieve maximum vehicle performance, we recommend adding a can
(min. 30 l / max. 70 l of fuel) with every refueling.

Similar function, but different
formula:

Octane Plus
150 ml   
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FOR EXPORT

Part no. 2956
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ANTICIPATION
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2020

Double anticipation:
The new Girls calendar
in particular will provide
wow moments with an
unprecedented innovation!

The bush drums are already announcing attractive photos and aesthetic
racing motifs in the popular LIQUI MOLY Girls calendar and LIQUI MOLY
Motorsport calendar 2020. More soon here in PICTURES AND STORIES!
14
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RUSSIA

RUSSIA

The climate in Siberian Krasnoyarsk demands a lot, not only from the people but also from the
vehicles. No wonder, then, that workshops like our customer Autoservice Relite rely in
particular on the reliability and robustness of our products (from left to right): Voropaev Andrey
(LIQUI MOLY Russia), Alexander Löser (Export Area Manager), Oleg Repsch and Andreas Maidel
(Export Area Manager).

We encountered a highly motivated, excellently working team during the visit to our Russian
friends in the Krasnoyarsk branch (top, from left to right): Sergeev Alexander, Voropaev
Andrey (Director), Tkachev Artem, Andreas Maidel, Gulyaeva Elena, Nekhaychuk Stalina,
Alexander Löser, Prokashev Ivan and Pharafonov Evgeny.

RUSSIA

Also located in Krasnoyarsk is our customer Motoshop Stealth, which represents the Russian
brand STELS and relies on our top quality in the fields of ATV, 2-Wheel and Boat (from left to
right): Andreas Maidel, Poddubniy Denis (Director) and Alexander Löser.
16
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GERMANY

GERMANY

At the Mini-Nordcup of the Segelclub Schlossbucht Schwerin, we successfully hoisted the brand
sails for our MARINE range in front of the fairytale backdrop of Schwerin Castle.

Towing service, crane service, transport – It was therefore an honor for our colleague
Andre Nemeth to spend a Sunday making an unmistakable blue, red and white contribution
to the opening ceremony for the new building of our customer Hölldobler GmbH in Leipheim.
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STAHLGRUBER EXHIBITION

MUNICH

Gave the visitors charming and competent answers to their questions:
our Stahlgruber show team in Munich!

Good business in the
Bavarian state capital:
At our 139 m² exhibition
stand, we presented our
concentrated lubricant
and service competence
at the Stahlgruber
trade fair in the Munich
Exhibition Center.
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WESSELS+MÜLLER

BERLIN

Bear-strong appearance
in Berlin: With our proven
sales power and our
unique product range,
we also gave a convincing
performance at the
workshop exhibition of
Wessels+Müller on the
Berlin show grounds.
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LATVIA

O EX
LATVIAN AUT

PO 2019

Our brand inspires the world! This was also demonstrated by the rush of visitors to the Auto Expo
2019 in the Latvian capital of Riga, where our full range was impressively staged.
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All 1-, 4- or 5-liter canisters
of LIQUI MOLY motor oil
are entitled to win!

Buy LIQUI MOLY motor oil
by the end of the year and
win great prizes
The biggest LIQUI MOLY competition ever, with prizes worth over EUR
200,000 in total, is in full swing. All customers can still win LIQUI MOLY
motor oil with a 1-, 4- or 5-liter canister until the end of the year –
whether purchased themselves or used by the workshop for oil changes.

Every participant wins! These prizes are waiting for
the lucky winners:
• 3x one Mercedes-Benz CLA Shooting Brake
worth EUR 40,000 each!
• 333x one Rösle kettle grill No.1 Sport F50
worth EUR 229.95 each!
• Instant win guaranteed:
1 film streaming voucher from Chili
worth EUR 5.99 each!
26
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Three steps to winning:
1. Oil change with LIQUI MOLY: Buy a 1-, 4- or 5-l canister of LIQUI MOLY motor oil
by the end of 2019 or have an oil change with LIQUI MOLY motor oil carried out in
the workshop.
2. Upload or send the invoice: To participate, simply go to the campaign page
www.nimm-liqui-moly.de, register and upload a photo of the invoice or receipt.
Important: LIQUI MOLY must appear on the invoice.
Alternatively, send the original invoice including name and full address
by post to: CMC Aktion, Postfach 3240, keyword “LIQUI MOLY”,
87441 Kempten or, even faster, by email to service @nimm-liqui-moly.de
3. The prize is immediately displayed on your smartphone or indicated via e-mail.
In the case of participation by post, the winner will be notified by post or e-mail.
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SPONSORSHIP
TT
VFB EICHSTÄ

© Photos: J. Traub (www.jt-presse.de)

The miracle
of Eichstätt
VfB Eichstätt, supported by us, became
Bavarian Amateur Champion 2018/19
and secured its participation in the main
round of the German Cup!
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A real sports quake in the LIQUI MOLY Stadium in Eichstätt:
Players, coaches, attendants, board members, helpers and fans
of the VfB Eichstätt club have truly accomplished a historic victory
together! On the one hand, the first team secured the Bavarian
Amateur Champion title with a grand season performance;
on the other hand, the journey leads directly into the main round
of the German Cup. The draw on 2 June will show which Bundesliga
club will have to tremble when facing the “Tigers” from Eichstätt.
Will it be FC Bayern Munich? Perhaps Borussia Dortmund?
We are excited and will stay on the ball!
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SPONSORSHIP
TT
VFB EICHSTÄ

© Photos: J. Traub (www.jt-presse.de)
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ITALY
FIN
COPPA ITALIA

AL 2019

The final was just the
beginning for our brand
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The final of Coppa Italia 2019
took place for the first time
with German participation –
at least on the advertising
hoardings. While Lazio Rome
and Atalanta Bergamo fought
for the title of Italy Cup winner,
our blue, red and white colors
dominated off the pitch. Our
biggest soccer commitment to
date in Italy, and therefore
perfect to significantly boost
our brand awareness and
growth plans there!
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AUSTRIA

MOUNTAIN R

ACE

1st European Championship in Austria and 1st place straight away! Our friend Marek Rybníček
from LIQUI MOLY Czech Republic not only stepped on the gas in terms of sales, but also proved to
be a real winner in the hill climb with his Lamborghini.
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GERMANY

GERMANY

With LIQUI MOLY in the engine and passion in their hearts, Team Mühl Motorsport with
Werner Mühl and Karsten Bendig in their well-lubricated BMW E46 M3 started off in the 2nd
round of the German Rally Championship 2019 in Zwickau.
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Mathieu Wolpert from Autohaus Müller in Bad Herrenalb achieved a respectable start at the first
mountain race of the season in Eschdorf, Luxembourg. In the end, he secured 5th place in the
class with a strong turnout of 14 drivers.
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PARAGUAY

KYRGYZSTAN

Pilot Alexey Vedenev and navigator Artyom Egorov from the LIQUI MOLY Smoke Crew Racing
Team fought a successful mud battle in Kyrgyzstan. The reward: 1st place in the category TR-1
Jeep Cross Course Cup of the “Offroad Kings X-Treme Fest”.

Desafío Guarani of LIQUI MOLY Team AWR secured an excellent 2nd place and many astonished
looks from the fans at the Campeonato Paraguayo de Rally Cross Country 2019 in the T1 Nafta
category.

PARAGUAY

At the Campeonato Nacional de Karting 2019 in Paraguay’s Kartódromo, Julio Gonzalez masterfully kept the lead, thanks to his great fighting spirit and the finest LIQUI MOLY lubricants.
38
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RUSSIA

CHINA

CHINA GT

Can’t move – no such thing! At least not with LIQUI MOLY on board. Because, when used under the
toughest conditions, our products develop their full performance capability time and again. As
shown with these sponsorships of our Russian friends.

When the world’s leading automobile brands duel in the China GT Championship, Chinese racing
fans take a closer look: In 2018, no less than 388,000 local viewers and 70 million TV and online
fans experienced thrilling races. Impressive figures, from which our sponsorship of this year will
certainly benefit through increased brand awareness.

4 liters of finest racing
performance ready
to go!
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SPONSORSHIP
JORDAN
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SPONSORSHIP
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LIQUI MOLY Team Engstler 2019
regularly delivers great emotions and
successes in the touring car series
ADAC TCR Germany and TCR Asia.
LIQUI MOLY will also be a partner of
ADAC TCR Germany until 2019.
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FORMULA 1

SPAIN

Another spectacular Formula
1® weekend with us as the
regional Sponsor was
experienced millions of
racing fans from the whole
world at the first European
race this season at the Circuit
de Barcelona-Catalunya.

FORMULA 1

AZERBAIJAN
The F1 logo, FORMULA 1, F1, GRAND PRIX and related marks are trademarks of
Formula One Licensing BV, a Formula 1 company. All rights reserved.

Motorsport at its best was
also offered on the Baku City
Circuit in the capital of
Azerbaijan. Close to the
action and therefore always in
the focus of the cameras: our
logo along the race track.
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FRANCE

MOTOGP

Give it “allez” was the motto for the Dynavolt Intact GP team at the Grand Prix de France in Le
Mans, which we supported. Under difficult conditions, both Moto2 riders were able to take
decisive points home with them from France. Tom Lüthi took 6th place and thus caught up closer
to the world championship lead. Marcel Schrötter also put in an excellent performance, securing
a remarkable 8th place despite injury.

Our high-performance
motor oil 4T Synth 5W-40
Street Race – proven on
the race tracks,
it ensures maximum
performance on the road!
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SPONSORSHIP
IIHF ICE HOC
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World-class power play for our
brand recognition
As an official sponsor of the IIHF Ice Hockey World
Championship in Slovakia, we will be an unmissable
part of the game. At every match, our logo will be
in the spotlight of thousands of fans in the hall and
millions of viewers of the worldwide television and
online broadcasts. In German TV and live stream,
our commercial will grab additional attention during
game interruptions and breaks.

@2018iihfworlds
sponsored by LIQUI MOLY
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FOUNDATION

FOUNDATION

Education can never begin too early. With this in mind, the ERNST
PROST FOUNDATION FOR AFRICA is currently supporting a day-care
center and a kindergarten in Burundi, in which children are prepared
for primary school by qualified staff. In addition, we also support work
with street children in Burundi to provide them with a sheltered home,
daily meals, medical care and access to education. To this end,
Kerstin Thiele (Member of the Foundation Board and Foundation
Manager, right) presented Philipp Ziser from the Burundikids aid
organization with a donation of 41,500 euro.
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The ERNST PROST FOUNDATION FOR AFRICA is helping to run the health center in Balombo
(Angola). Here infants as well as pregnant and nursing mothers are preventively examined
for undernourishment and malnutrition and treated as necessary. With the donation sum
of 55,740 euro, the Foundation also makes it possible for about 480 schoolchildren to receive
a warm meal every day – under the condition that they attend class. The result: less hunger,
more education. On behalf of JAM Germany, Carolin Seitner (right) was delighted to receive
the check from Kerstin Thiele (Member of the Foundation Board and Foundation Manager).
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CUSTOMERS, GUESTS & FRIENDS
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SITE TOUR

ATES

KOSOVO

Our guests Mr. Peci and Mr. Qefser from the company ProBlue filled up with engine oil competence during the Meguin factory tour with Michael Karl (Export Area Manager, left) and Daniel
Schmidt (Application Engineer Meguin, right).

SITE TOUR

GERMANY

Together with his wife Tsoler Sanossian, our friend Hmayag Sanossian (General Manager LIQUI
MOLY Middle East, seated right) came to our company headquarters in Ulm on a business visit.
Tarek Ghali (Export Area Manager, standing left) and Salvatore Coniglio (Director Export, standing
right) were delighted with the plans to further increase market share in Dubai.
54
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When visiting our Saarlouis oil factory, our guests from ATR International were impressed by the
warm welcome and the factory tour by Günter Hiermaier (Managing Director, 2nd from right) and
Michael Scholer (Head of R&D/Application Technology/QA Laboratory, right).
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SITE TOUR

CONGRATULATIONS

Good to know that Germany’s best lubricant brand is right behind you! Thanks to additive training
as well as production and laboratory visits at the company headquarters in Ulm, our guests were
able to get an idea of our know-how and our high quality standards on site. Amongst the
participants (from left to right): Gabriel Peters (Sandmann Transporte), Stanislav Lyczewek
(Sandmann Transporte), Jürgen Wolf (Area Manager Commercial Vehicles), Hans Peter Schnell
(Stadtwerke Leer), Hendrik Thomas (Sandmann Transporte), Jakob Schmidt (Spedition
Johannpeter), Eduard Kehler (Sandmann Transporte) and Simon Neipp (Application Engineer).
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During the Knoll trade fair in Munich, Marcus Hillmayr (Regional Sales
Manager, left) congratulated our colleague Karsten Wirth (Regional Manager
Workshop) on behalf of the entire LIQUI MOLY family on their 60th birthday.
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CONGRATULATIONS
Dear, dear Ms. Theobald,
While you are celebrating your 30th company anniversary, that is today, I am sitting on an island
in the Indian Ocean watching sea turtles laying eggs. In the evening, I will drink a glass of wine
to your health! But today, for once, it’s not about me, it’s all about you! 30 years of Meguin – that
is half of my life so far and, if I calculate correctly, then you started work at Meguin at 12 years
of age. It’s easy for me to write to you. There is material for a whole book – what the two of us
have already experienced in our professional teamwork and in this life. I will merely mention
names with stories that each would fill a hundred-page chapter:

When I think back to the beginnings, I hear Monsieur Pino Noir or what this
corporate idiot and bloodsucker from TOTAL was called, who always wanted
to pay Rolf Diehl only a few tenths of a penny for filling. We couldn’t even
buy our people a meal for those crumbs. Away with the own brands, away
with this miserable commission filling, away with a number of bad guys; give
us all the shares in Meguin. No longer buying from competitors, because
they were 1/10 cent cheaper than the own subsidiary (Reiner Richrath was
the name of this genius), but rather ensuring capacity utilization and jobs in
Saarlouis instead of at Wolff in Belgium.

Rolf Diehl, Karl-Heinz Dierstein, Evelin Müller, Heinz Steinmill, Klaus Wilke, Lothar Gotthard,
Ellen Ressel, then the diverse Henles together with KOK Dörr, then your pancreas and now my
Reinhold …

Especially with Meguin and LIQUI MOLY, I experienced many people who were
stubborn and stupid, always stirring up the same trouble, and who wanted
everything without wanting anything to change. You, dear Mrs. Theobald, are
so very different. You saw where the problem lay and what was to be done,
and then you swung into action. Sometimes with a frown, not always immediately convinced, but I could always rely on your loyalty and willingness to
help – no matter how rough the road and no matter how deep the dung we
had to wade through!

So it was never boring and it never will be. A hearty welcome to real life with the normal & daily
madness. And now you really want to retire? You’ll never find anything as cool as Meguin again.
When I hear “Theobald”, I first think of the “great fixer”, of your motherly care! Truly, no one
has ever run the risk of starving under your loving attention. Coffee was always served with
chocolates, the fridge was always full of them – but backrests for the chair were reserved for
Mr. Diehl. But we changed that … I'll never forget Oktoberfest! Such binge drinking by a wild
horde of male managers and you as the only woman in the middle of it. That sort of thing needs
a strong back, good digestion and a stomach with a 2 cm Teflon coating.

I hope that the historians who may judge our actions some day will see it
from the same perspective. And things are still that way and will always be
that way. But with all this battling, we’ve never slipped into a spasm – quite
the opposite! We always had fun, ate well of course; often had a good “drop”
– sometimes a little too much …
And what do I wish you for the future? What do I wish for both of us, for our
whole company? Quite clearly, good health first and foremost! In addition,
inner peace, the joy of living and working, a task that makes sense, is enjoyable and fulfills you – even or especially when your child has been away
from home for a long time (or is in hospital).
Christian Bau and a light 36-course menu would be nice again! We’d have
every reason to enjoy it now. But, in actual fact, we have never made excuses or tried to conceal the desire for culinary delights. Let me know when
you have the time & inclination as well as the appetite & thirst. I’ll be along
like a shot … until then, you can make do for yourself, your husband and
your son with the voucher I have enclosed.

And I’ve appreciated your quick fingers from the start. (See cover picture) The speed with which
you’ve written, both on the machine and on the shorthand block – WOW, that's hard to find
today! But that’s old school!
I hope you are moved and are starting to cry a little now. It’s almost like that for me while dictating these lines. But you are definitely a person who has grown very close to my heart, even
if we no longer work together every day. And we indeed worked a lot, very many hours over so
many years. From early in the morning until late into the night, unbelievably creative ideas were
generated, although most of what we had to do were “quick fixes” and “emergency operations”.
Yes, not only people have fateful stories to tell; companies also experience everything that can
be imagined.
We chased people off the premises, once even with the help of police and prosecutors – that
was the funniest story ever (wasn’t it even an owner? And wasn't there something about a
prison?). But we did even more to make people feel at home here and enjoy their work, all the
while staying healthy and getting paid well and fairly.

Dear Mrs. Theobald, now to the official part: I thank you for 30 years of
loyalty, dedication, brains and above all heart! Keep up the good work! Soon
you will be out of the probationary period and then it will really be fun. The
company needs you, as do I!
Yours sincerely, with the greatest appreciation and deep gratitude,

We renovated toilets, built canteens, installed decent shower rooms and also “quickly” put up
tank storage facilities for 10 million euro. I have saved the laying of the foundation stone in my
memories under the topic of “what a wonderful day” (see other side).

Ernst Prost

We had to fight mayors & “bad chocolate men”, demonstrate in front of the town hall and litigate
before the Higher Administrative Court. We always won those skirmishes! Why? Because we
were the good guys – and we still are!
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“Johannes the drunkard” – pardon me – sent us his friends, i.e. idiots &
slave drivers – pardon me again – as if it were not the 20th century, but the
16th century. It was your motherly manner that helped me to get things back
on track with Meguin, not only to avoid bankruptcy – oh yes, we also had the
insolvency administrator hovering over us – but to create a company with
class, style and dignity.

P.S.: I wanted to attach the photo from the Oktoberfest where
Peter B. poked a chicken bone into the eye of a woman who had
nudged him in the stomach. In this picture, you are smiling so
nicely … but he won’t give me the photo.
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CONGRATULATIONS

Framed by colleagues from “her” LIQUI MOLY/Meguin family, Ingrid Theobald (Assistant to
Management, 3rd from right) celebrated her 30th anniversary of service (from left to right):
Thomas Helmgens (Personnel Officer), Michelle Kruchten (Human Resources), Anne Grundig
(Secretariat), Roger Pusse (Works Council Chairman) and Rainer Maass (Head of Human
Resources).

Even at 60, our truck driver
Andreas Thiel (3rd from left)
is still in top gear! Wishing
him a happy birthday (from
left to right): Rainer Maass
(Head of Human Resources),
Ingrid Theobald (Assistant to
Management), Roger Pusse
(Works Council Chairman),
Karin Steigleder (Team
Leader Order Processing) and
Wolfgang Helmer (Transport
Manager).
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Flower ceremony for our anniversary employees!
Ernst Prost (Managing Director LIQUI MOLY, center)
and Alexandra Holzwarth (Assistant to Management,
right) warmly congratulated (from left to right):
Roman Kochanec (Production, 50th birthday),
Cornelia Steidle (Key Account Manager Industry,
20-year anniversary) and Matthias Bleicher (General
Director LIQUI MOLY Iberia/Regional Manager South
America, 10-year anniversary).
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NEW RECRUITS

The LIQUI MOLY family is growing and with it our specialist know-how, our individual
creativity and our human diversity (from left to right): Monique Neumann (Human Resources),

Patrick Fendinger (Logistics Clerk), Timea Kabai (Production employee), Ernst Prost, Elsa Kidane
(Junior Administrator IT), Steffen Janke (Sales Representative Greater Kiel Area) and Olaf Blank
(Sales Representative Lower Saxony).
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GOODBYE

Big turnout for a valued colleague! Almost the entire team of our Research
& Development department gathered to say goodbye to our colleague Jonathan
Gysel (Application Engineer, standing 8th from right). The LIQUI MOLY family
wishes you all the best!
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David Kaiser (Head of R&D/
Application Technology, left)
handed over a farewell gift from
the colleagues.
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SPONSORSHIP

CUP FINAL

Grand gesture for a grand
game! Thanks to the release
of the chest advertising space
by the main sponsor SWU
Stadtwerke Ulm/Neu-Ulm, the
Sparrows of SSV Ulm 1846
Football will also play with our
logo this year in the wfv Cup
final after 2018. Happy about
the deal were (from left to
right): Peter Baumann (Marketing Director LIQUI MOLY), Anton
Gugelfuss (Sports Director SSV
Ulm 1846 Football), Ernst Prost,
Alexander Schöllhorn (Finance
Director SSV Ulm 1846 Football)
and Marc Fuchs (Marketing
Director SWU Stadtwerke Ulm/
Neu-Ulm).
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SPONSORSHIP

CUP FINAL

68

Augsburger Allgemeine,
26.05.19
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CUP FINAL

Südwest Presse,
26.05.19

SPONSORSHIP
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FAN POST

The way to LIQUI MOLY’s heart
is through the car!

When a customer is so pleased with our motor oil, it is a testimonial to
our great understanding of quality and deep attachment to our brand!
The affection of the master automobile workshop Ochmann from Mülheim an der Ruhr even goes so far that the owner, David Ochmann (top
right), praised us in a report published in the magazine
“Freie Werkstatt”. Thank you very much!
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Freie Werkstatt,
04/2019
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PRESS RELEASE

LIQUI MOLY financial
results: The engine
keeps on running
Sales and revenue rise in 2018.
The lubricant specialist also recorded
a plus for the beginning of 2019.

LIQUI MOLY Managing
Director Ernst Prost in front
of the Old Town of Ulm,
where the company is based.

May 2019 – German oil and additive specialist LIQUI MOLY has
maintained its course of growth. This is the result of the balance sheet certified by the auditing company Ernst & Young.
In 2018, sales rose to a record 544 million euro – an increase
of 2 percent compared to 2017. Revenue grew by the same
amount to 52.6 million euro. This corresponds to a return on
sales of 9.7 percent. “In view of the economic environment,
we achieved an acceptable result in a difficult year,” as LIQUI
MOLY Managing Director Ernst Prost summed it up. Despite
continuing uncertainties relating to economic policy, the company expects a positive result for 2019 as well.
Last year, the extremely volatile price of crude oil proved to be
the biggest cost driver. The base oils and additive packages that
are important for LIQUI MOLY followed the price trend on the
crude oil market. While a barrel of crude oil cost an average of
about USD 55 in 2017, the price one year later was around USD
70. “In the production of lubricants, these raw material prices
determine the total costs to a large extent,” Ernst Prost explained.

LIQUI MOLY Managing Director
Ernst Prost backed by Ulm
cathedral, which has the highest
church tower in the world.
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LIQUI MOLY is ideally equipped to deal with such imponderables. We have equity ratio of 83 percent with a balance sheet
total of 175 million euro. In addition, there are no liabilities to
banks. “We are running entirely on our own steam, are completely debt-free, and therefore do not have to pay any dividends
or interest. This is important in order to be able to react to
changes in the future or, even better, to be able to shape them
ourselves,” the Managing Director emphasized. This includes
investments to secure the future of the company and thus almost 900 jobs.
LIQUI MOLY I MEGUIN I 06 I 2019

One such project is the construction of a state-of-the-art central
warehouse near the oil factory. Approximately 25 million euro
have been budgeted as the capital outlay. The new central warehouse with 50,000 pallet bays is to be built directly next to the existing tank storage facilities. “This step is indispensable in order
to always have sufficient goods available so that we can supply
our customers reliably,” says Ernst Prost.
Since the beginning of the year, the delivery process has lacked
the usual high reliability. “The reason is not the stock situation,
but the changeover to new software,” explained the Managing
Director. At the turn of the year, a program for enterprise-wide
resource planning, a so-called ERP system, was put into operation. It is due to the highly complex nature of the matter, with its
range of around 4,000 items and tens of thousands of customers
in 150 countries, that not all processes are yet fully reliable. Nevertheless, the lubricant specialist recorded a 4 percent increase
in sales from January to April. “It’s hard to imagine what a grand
start we would have made in 2019 with full delivery capability,”
says Ernst Prost. “True to the motto of the Ulm innovation region,
we want LIQUI MOLY to remain at the forefront of the South and
of the world. That is our claim and our goal.”
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Günzburger Zeitung, 30.04.2019

NATIONAL PRESS
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Sieben Meilen Marken, 05/2019
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Ulm News, 05/2019

AM Magazin, 05/2019
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Just Nonfood , 01/2019
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Augsburger Allgemeine, 20.05.2019
Eurotransport, 05/2019
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INTERNATIONAL PRESS
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R U SS I A

GREECE
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KAZAKHSTAN
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TURKEY

KAZAKHSTAN
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OUR SOURCE OF INSPIRATION.

OUR MONTHLY
MAGAZINE.
PICTURES AND STORIES is for all of us. By all of us. An exceptional
reflection of an exceptional brand. Share your experiences,
successes and emotions about the LIQUI MOLY family worldwide –
with your contribution to the next edition of our company magazine.

m.
Infor d
a
Spre rd.
o
the w .
e
Shar

Next
closing date:

13. 06. 2019

www.liqui-moly.de/company/monthlymagazine
This is how your contribution can also be included in PICTURES and STORIES:
Send your pictures including the associated information as well as
the declarations of consent for all persons pictured to bug@liqui-moly.de.
Select and name photos.
Send the completed
declarations of consent.

Write an e-mail with all
important information and
send it to bug@liqui-moly.de.

If all requirements
have been met, you will
find your article in the next
monthly magazine.

Note:The magazine appears on a monthly basis. We therefore ask you to submit content promptly. Photos and articles that are sent after the respective closing date always appear in the following issue.

